
FEES
Early bird

before
01/03/2023

After
01/03/2023

Supporter/
Organization 190 EUR 220 EUR

Full price in
person/online 160 EUR 190 EUR

Trainee in
person/online 50 EUR 80 EUR

BURYING AND CREATING HERITAGE 
IN GROUP ANALYTIC TRAINING

21-23. APRIL 2023

TEMETETT ÉS TEREMTŐ ÖRÖKSÉGEK A

CSOPORTANALITIKUS KÉPZÉSBEN

BUDAPEST

EGATIN STUDY DAYS  & AGM Hybrid event

Hybrid event

Hybrid event

Detailed program 
coming soon

To register, please fill
out this form:

https://forms.gle/4Ec7qCfczNGuUtDn6

BÁLINT HÁZ
RÉVAY UTCA 16.

Contact:
csakitinternational@gmaiLcom
csoportanalizis.wordpress.com

About the fees:
There is no difference between the price of the in person and the
online fee. This is because we would like to have the hybrid event
as integrated as possible, for which the technical support is costly.
  

Supporter fee: we thank those who choose this category having
the financial possibility to support the low fees for trainees
       

Organisation fee: if the fee is paid by an organization not the
participant, this is the fee to be paid
         

Bursaries: EGATIN offers bursaries of the fee for trainees. Please
write to committee@egatin.net if you would like to receive a
bursary

https://forms.gle/1H26dmqLQjS2pTZx6


We offer different possibilities for lodging. You can indicate your preference in your

registration. If you have any special needs, please contact us.

Hungarian colleagues: you have the possibility to stay as a guest of Hungarian

colleagues without any cost. If you would like to save or would like to get to know better

a Hungarian group analyst or trainee please choose this possibility.

Hotel Moments Budapest: four-star hotel 1 minute by walk from the venue. Can be

booked before 21/03/2023. Price: 180 EUR/night.

Budapest 1061, Andrássy út 8.

hotelmomentsbudapest.hu

Atlantic Hotel: basic hotel, breakfast included 25-30 minutes from the venue walking or

by public transport. Can be booked before 21/03/2023. Price: 38 EUR/night.

Budapest 1081, Népszínház utca 55.

atlantichotel.hu

Absolut City Hostel: for adventurous participants rooms with four beds are available

shared with other EGATIN participants. 10 minutes by walk from the venue. Can be

booked before 28/02/2023. Price: 20 EUR/night.

Budapest 1075, Károly körút 13.

absolutcityhostel.com

Adress: Budapest 1065, Révay utca 16.

balinthaz.hu

JCC Budapest Bálint Ház is the home of the Hungarian Jewish community. It gives place

to various Jewish programs and non-Jewish programs as well, like the Hungarian Group

Psychotherapeutic Association's conference.

It is situated in the city center close to the boulevard called Andrássy út, a couple of steps

from the Hungarian State Opera House. The closest public transport stop is the Opera

station of the Millennium Underground Railway, but it is also close to the city's major

intersection Deák Ferenc tér .

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

SUBMISSION OF PRESENTATIONS OF
TRAINEES

We invite trainees of EGATIN's institutes to apply

for presenting in English in the trainees' panel with

theoretical and clinical or non-clinical topics as

well. 

To submit, please fill out this form:

https://forms.gle/1H26dmqLQjS2pTZx6

DEADLINE:  15th of February 2023

Venue: Bálint Ház

Lodging

https://forms.gle/1H26dmqLQjS2pTZx6


Originally the 2023 EGATIN Study Days and AGM were to

take place in Kiev. Knowing this, we agreed to organize this

event with our political and social environment very much in

our mind, in which heritage plays a significant role. This is

also true for the organization of EGATIN: what kind of

sustaining power does the heritage of the common past have

in the challenges of the present? 

CSAKIT, the organizing institute is experiencing a growing,

evolving, self-reflective phase, where many innovations have

been introduced and are constantly being introduced, but we

are also aware of being influenced by the institute's past. In

the life of associations and trainings transgenerational theme

plays an important role. Transgenerational themes are also

something we must train our trainees to be able to work with

in their groups. 

How can a trainee or trained group analyst notice in a group

when a buried heritage is resurrecting? How can you train for

this?

What processes lead to traumas and intergroup conflicts

becoming unprocessed, can they be buried? How do they stay

in the matrix of the group and society, how they affect the

institutes' training cultures or even the method we train?

What do we – trainers, trainees, citizens – do in the present

that will become a legacy for the next generations? What

factors decides what becomes a heritage in training?

We invite you to take part on searching for these answers

and continue to create the future heritage of EGATIN

together. 

P H O T O  B Y  M A R T I N  R .  S M I T H

The title and theme of 2023 EGATIN

Study Days in Budapest reflect a

wide possible range of current

social-political and group analytic

training processes. Although

heritage seems to be something from

the past the title is also constructive

and forward-looking: we are

interested in how heritage affects

the present and the future. What we

inherit can hold us back, but we can

also draw strength from it and create

something new.

About our title


